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The general theory of SRS on vibrations of arbitrary symmetry in anisotropic crystals is developed 
in the given-field approximation. In the absence of resonator effects, the problem of generation of 
the first Stokes SRS component is reduced to the problem of the radiation from dipoles of fluctuation 
origin in a medium pumped by a linearly polarized exciting wave. The pump deforms the dielectric 
constant of the medium, and at low anisotropy of the tensor of the proper dielectric constant, the 
symmetry of the pumped medium corresponds in most cases of practical importance to the sym
metry of a uniaxial crystal. Accordingly, an "ordinary" and an "extraordinary" wave (relative to 
the pumped medium) are produced in the scattered field, and are characterized by separate gain 
coefficients. Explicit expressions for the gains are obtained in terms of the components of the cor
responding spontaneous-scattering tensor and other parameters of the problem. The question of 
the degree of depolarization of the scattered radiation is discussed. The case when additional il
lumination from an external source is produced at the Stokes frequency is also briefly discussed. 
The indicatrix of SRS by fully-symmetrical vibrations in cubic crystals is investigated for the case 
of a rectangular scattering volume (with square cross section) and a cylindrical volume. 

INTEREST has recently increased in the investigation 
of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) of light in crys
tals. A systematic theory of such scattering was de
veloped by Lugovo1[1 l. However, in analyzing the SRS 
intensities, Lugovo1 confined himself to fully-symmetri
cal vibrations. Yet cases of SRS by not-fully-symmetri
cal vibrations in anisotropic crystals have also been 
registeredr21 • 

The purpose of the present paper is to develop a 
theory describing (under certain simplifying assump
tions) the intensities of SRS by vibrations of arbitrary 
symmetry. We consider both isotropic and ansiotropic 
crystals and reveal the distinguishing features of non
fully-symmetrical vibrations. 

We confine ourselves to the first Stokes component. 
It is assumed that there is no resonator effect (it can 
be eliminated by using a suitable experimental obser
vation techniquer3l). The approximations of the given 
pump field and of the stationary character of the prob
lem are employed. Polariton effectsf4 l are neglected. 
The medium is assumed to be non-magnetic and 
spatially homogeneous. 

1. GENERAL THEORY 

In the macroscopic SRS theory, as in any other 
macroscopic scattering theory, the scattering field 
must be formed by averaging the microscopic field 
over values that are physically infinitesimally small. 
At the same time, the second averaging operation, 
carried out on going from the microscopic theory to 
the macroscopic description, namely averaging over 
the particle motion, is postponed until the scattering 
intensities are determinedrsJ. Accordingly, all the 
quantities characterizing the field are macroscopically 
smooth, but the connection between the induction and 
the electric field of the scattered wave 

(1) 

908 

contains a specific polarization of fluctuation origin 

d(r, t) = ~(r, t)Eo(r, t) = J d(r, ro)exp(- iwt)dw 

(Eo is the pump field). 
The first term in (1) describes the propagation of 

the scattered wave in the medium, and the second de
scribes the occurrence of the wave. The relation (1) is 
formally analogous to the corresponding expression 
fromrsJ (formula (93.2)), but the SRS considered here 
differs in essence in the fact that the dielectric con
stant Eij of a medium pumped by an intense laser 
wave 

E,(r, t)=A0 exp[i(k,r-(i)ot)]+K.c. (A,=A0e0, e0 =1), 

contains a term J.Lij that depends on E0 : Eij = Etj + J.Lij· 
Here E lj is the dielectric constant of tht :' nedium in 
the absence of the field Eo, and J.Lij = 4n f-\o I2 Xijkleoke0z, 
with Xijkl = Xijkl ( w = w + wo - wo) the corresponding 
nonlinear polarizability£61. 

The scattered-wave field E(R, t) satisfies the equa
tion 

; o'E 4n o'd 
rotrotE+-;r-w= -Ta£2· 

In view of its linearity, the field 

E(R, t) = JE(R, ro)exp(- irot)dw 

at the point R on the surface of the scattering volume 
v can be regarded as a superposition of fields produced 
by elementary sources located at different points of 
the volume v. A distinguishing feature of the radiation 
problem is in this case not only the fact that E is com
plex, but that it is essentially a tensor. Even if the 
medium were isotropic prior to the irradiation, a 
linearly polarized pump wave would deform E: 0 and 
give rise to anisotropy. 

We confine ourselves here to the most interesting 
cases, when the symmetry of the pumped medium cor-
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responds to a uniaxial crystal. This includes, first, 
liquids and cubic crystals, and also uniaxial crystals 
with e0 parallel to the optical axis C of the unpumped 
crystal. For most oscillations in uniaxial crystals (for 
details see Sec. 4) this category also includes cases 
when e 0 1 C, if one neglects in the calculation of the 
gain coefficients the usually negligible anisotropy of 
the tensor ~~j. 1 > A similar stipulation can be made 
also with respect to vibrations in biaxial crystals of 
monoclinic and rhombic syngony with e 0 11 C2 or e 0 

1 C2 (in the class Cs, eo 11 a or e0 1 a, where a is the 
symmetry plane). For simplicity, we assume that ~lj 
is real (the generalization to the case of complex ~tj 
is obvious). In connection with the foregoing, we sha1l 
put henceforth ~ tj = ~ 06 ij • 

The radiation of a dipole in a uniaxial crystal with 
complex ~ was considered in[ll on the basis of a pro
cedure developed in[7 l; we shall use here the results 
obtained in these investigations. The z axis will be 
aligned with the preferred principal axis of the tensor 
J..l.ij corresponding to a principal value J-1.11 (the remain
ing two principal values are equal to J-1.1). The z axis 
determines the "optical" axis of the pumped crystal 
Cp. It is important that in the region of applicability 
of the given-field approximation we have I J..l.u 1 1 « ~ 0, 
and therefore it is necessary to neglect the dlfference 
between the quantities ~ 11 , 1 = ~ 0 + J-1.11,1 and ~ 0 when 
they do not enter under the exponential sign. Taking the 
results of[ll into account, we get 

S exp(tkvp) -
E(R, ro) = k' {a- b[1- exp ik(ysJ.- v)p]}d3r, 

p 
(i) p 

v = (sJ. cos'e + s 11 sin' 6\''• k = -. a= [!J[d(r.ro)!J]], !J =-
c p 

p = R-r= (p, e, q>), b= [s[dJ.(r, ro)s]], s = !JJ./!JJ., (2)* 

where 01 and d1 are the components of the vectors 0 
and d in the xy plane; p, e and cp are the spherical 
coordinates of the vector p. The Fourier components 
of the magnetic field can be obtained with the aid of the 
formula H(R, w) = (ikt1 curlRE(R, w). 

We shall henceforth be interested in the component 
Ee = e( e ·E) of the field E; the polarization of this 
component is specified by the unit vector e. In an 
anisotropic crystal, e determines one of the natural 
directions of polarization of the unpumped crystal. All 
the quantities considered below correspond to a fixed 
polarization e of the field E. 

It is convenient to relate the final result to the 
luminosity of the surface bounding the volume v, 
namely 4>(R) = ( S, NR), where NR is the unit vector 
normal to the surface at the given point R, and 
S = cEe x He/ 41T is the Poynting vector. The symbol 
( ..• ) denotes the still-to-be-performed operation of 
averaging over the motion of the particles of the 
medium. In the calculation of 4>(R) we shall need the 
correlators (ddri, w1)dj (r2, w2)), which reduce to 
linear combinations of the correlators 
( flik(r, w') fljm(r2, w ")) with w' = w1 ± Wo and 
w" = w2 ± w0 • The latter are proportional to 

l) At arbitrary directions of e0 , the symmetry of the uniaxial crystal 
is lost by the tensor llij· 

*[O[dU] =n X [d X nJ. 

li(w' + w")1>(r1- r2). Discarding terms with 
6(w1 + w2 ± 2w0), which lead to 4>(R) terms that oscil
late at frequencies 2w 0 and vanish after the time 
averaging corresponding to the experimental-registra
tion process, we obtain 

{d,(r, ro,)dJ(r,, {i)z)) = 'i'•JOm(ro,)e,.eomiAol'll(ro, + ro,)ll(r,- r,). 

In the case of homogeneous broadening of the scatter
ing line, the tensor Yijkm ( w 1) can be represented in 
the form Yijkm(wl) = F(whijkm• where Yijkm does 
not depend on wand determines the integrated intensity 
of the spontaneous Raman scattering, while F(w) is a 
form factor for which we can put, in the case of an 
isolated scattering line, 

m 

F(ro)- 1 . 'V JF( )d - n (lrol-(jj)'+v'' 00 ro~1. 

Here w is the frequency of the center of the line and 
2y is its half-width. 

By comparison with the known results on the inte
grated line intensities in crystals[BJ and liquids[9l, we 
can readily verify that in the case of crystals 

~ (•) (•) 
'V<i>m =No /...J U.. lljm, . 

and in the case of liquids 

V<i>m = NoLVt {a~) a~) rot. 

Here ai'> is the tensor of spontaneous Raman scatter
ing per unit cell[Bl or per molecule[ 9l, and the index v 
numbers the mutually degenerate vibrations with given 
frequency wj; No is the number of cells or scattering 
molecules per unit volume; L = L(w) = Y27 [~(w0) 
+ 2] 2 (~(w) + 2] is the Lorentz factor of the effective 
field; the symbol ( ••. >rot denotes averaging over the 
rotations of the molecule, The result of the averaging 
does not depend on v; Vj is the degeneracy multiplicity. 

Taking the foregoing into account, the calculation of 
4>(R) no longer entails any difficulty. We present the 
final result: -

ll>(R) = Jail J dro cos<ftB(R, !J; ro), (3) 

B,(R, !J; ro) = M[w,u(g,R,) + w,u(g,R,)], (4) 

( ro)' n M = - -R,N,F(ro)lo, 
C 11o 

w,• = 1: I (e.,a<"le,) I', 

w, = n,w,•, w,• = .E I (e,, a<•>e,) I', n,,,= (e, e,, ,)'. I,= 2: no lAo I" 
(5) 

Here 10 is the pump intensity and n and n0 are the 
refractive indices at the frequencies w and w 0 • The 
unit vectors e1 and e2 are perpendicular to 0 2>, with 
e 1 lying in the plane passing through Cp and 0 
("principal cross section") and e 2 perpendicular to it. 
Formulas (3)-(5) have been written out for the case of 
crystals. In the case of a liquid it is necessary in ad
dition to average w1,2 over the rotations of the mole
cule and to introduce the factor L(w) into M (see 
below). Further, Ro = R0( n) is the length of the seg-

2lThe unit vector n determines the observation direction in the in
vestigation of the angular distribution of the SRS intensity. 
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ment drawn inside the volume v through the point with 
radius vector R in the direction of G, and J is the 
angle between G and NR defined inside the scattering 
medium and connected with (:) by the relation cosJ 
= sin (:) cos qJ ', where qJ' is the angle between NR and 
G 1 • Finally, 

e"-f k . k 
u(x)=--, g,=-(-rj_+~-rsm'O), g,=--rj_, (6) 

x n n 

Trr.j_ = -Im ftrr,j_, A-r = -r 11 - '1:1_. 

The quantity B(R, n; w) has the meaning of the 
spectral density of the surface brightness of the radia
tion, i.e., the spectral density of the light flux emitted 
by a unit surface in a unit solid angle near the direc
tion of G. The integration with respect to dO is within 
the solid angle 21r. 

Formulas (3)-(6) have a simple physical meaning. 
The quantities Mw~ 2 constitute the spectral density of 

' the intensity of the spontaneous Raman scattering 
polarized along the directions e 1,2• The latter deter
mine the polarizations of the "extraordinary" and 
"ordinary" waves relative to the pumped medium. If 
the polarization e is intermediate between e 1 and e2, 
the scattering field Ee must be expanded in terms of 
e 1 and e 2, and the propagation of both components, 
with separate gains (with respect to intensity) g1 and 
g2, must be considered. In the general case (unlike the 
case of fully-symmetrical oscillations considered in[ll), 
both coefficients g1,2 differ from zero. 

By choosing as the perturbation-theory basis, for 
example, mechanical excitons[IoJ and performing a 
microscopic calculation of Xijkl ( w = w + wo - wo) in 
the dipole approximation using the well-known pro
cedure[uJ, we can verify that in the case of homo
geneously broadened isolated lines in arbitrary aniso
tropic crystals, the following representation is valid: 

1 E (v) (v) (7) X -------- a a ~w=w,-w, 
<;r.z- liv,(w -~w-1-i" \ " Jl' 

I v 

v0 = NO\ Wf is the frequency of the corresponding 
mechanical phonon. Using (6) and (7), we get 

1:11, j_ = K/,11, 1_, K = Qyt, 

where A. 11 ,1 are the principal values of the tensor 
~ (v) (v) 

Ai; =~ atn ajl eok eo1-

We note also that 

w,'=:l.j_+~A,sin'O, w,'=:l.j_, ~:\.=/, 11 -A,j_. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

In his SRS observations, Bobovich[ 12l used a pump 
at the scattering frequency, produced by the auxiliary 
luminescence spectrum, as a result of which the initial 
intensity level greatly exceeded the spontaneous Raman 
scattering intensity. This made it possible, in particu
lar, to register SRS by vibrations with a high threshold; 
one can hope that such a procedure will also yield SRS 
from non-fully symmetrical vibrations. Formulas of 
type (3) and (6) also remain valid for this case, but 
their explicit form depends on the static properties of 
the pump. Assuming the pump to be natural light, we 
can easily verify that the result reduces to replacing 
Mw~, 2 in (4) by B0 /2, where B0 is the spectral density 

of the pump energy flux per unit solid angle near the 
given direction. In the case of a pump wave linearly 
polarized along the unit vector e', we have 

B=B,[w/u(g,R,) + w,'u(g,R,) + 2w,'u(g,R,, g.R,)], 

where 

w/ = :n, (e,, e') ', w,' = :n2 (e,, e') ', w,' = (ee,) (ee,) (e'e,) (e'e,), 

e•cos(Y+'tJ)-cosT) y !1. 
fi(x,y)= , tg't]=-, g,=-(g,+g,), 

l'x' + y' x 2 
k 

g, = 2n ~'i'sin'O, 

Nr=i' 11 - i'j_, 'i'n,j_=Re ftll.j_ = R':l.n,j_, R'= Q(w,-Aw). 

The term containing u describes interference ef
fects due to the fact that the pump-field components 
along e 1,2 are coherent in this case. If g1,2,s do not 
differ greatly from one another, these effects can lead, 
in particular, to a dependence of the SRS line shape on 
its polarization e, to an oscillatory dependence of B 
on R 0 (with a period 21Tg;/) on going from the center 
of the line into the region where g4 "" 0, etc. We shall 
not stop to discuss this in greater detail. 

The quantity B(R, G, w) contains complete informa
tion on the angular and frequency dependences of the 
SRS intensity, on the polarization effects, on the influ
ence of the symmetry of the oscillations, etc. We shall 
apply the results obtained below to the investigation of 
SRS in crystals. We first make a few remarks pertain
ing to liquids. 

Averaging over the molecule rotations, we find 

w,' =:!..!_a,'+:!..!_ (Sa,'+ a,')sin' 9, 
15 45 

0 v, 2 

w, =15a'' 

where a 1 and a 2 are the trace and the anisotropy[ 131 of 
the tensor a. Further, in liquids we have Xijkl 
= aoOijOkZ + boOikOjl + CoOiZOjk; on the other hand, 
Xijkl = NoL(w)(KijkZ >rot. where Kijkz(w = w + w0 - w0 ) 

is the corresponding tensor per molecule; it satisfies 
a representation similar to (7). Using the results of[ 14 l 
or the simpler method of invariants[rsJ, we can easily 
express the phenomenological parameters a 0 , b 0 , and 
Co in terms of a1,2: 

a,= c, = G,a,', b, = ~· (5at'- 2a,'), 

G -G +·G _ 'VtNoL(w) wt-Aw+iYt 
0 - 1 ~ 2 - 15/i ( Wt- L\w) 2 + y/ 

We then readily obtain, using (6) and (8), 

g, = G [ (5a,' + a,') sin' 0 + 3a,'], g, = 3Ga,', 

g, = 1hG[ (5a,' + a,') sin' 9 + 6a,'], 

S:n'k!,G, "'= 4:n'kl,G, • 
g, = C (Sa,'+ a,') sin' 0, G = 3 , , u- 3 , 

no c no c 

When (:) "" 0, we have g1 > g2 and w~ > w~, so that 
the SRS line, as is well known, is usually polarized 
along eo. The degree of depolarization is 

'tJ = B1_/ B 11 = exp [ -R,G(5a,' +a,') sin' 9], 

where B 11 1 are the values of B when e lies respec
tively in the plane of the "principal cross section" and 
perpendicular to it. TJ depends quite strongly on (:), 
and at (:) = 0° (SRS perpendicular to the exciting beam) 
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we have Tf = 1. For non-fully-symmetrical vibrations 
( a 1 = 0, a2 ;>! 0) at e = 90° (SRS in the direction of the 
exciting beam) we have g1 = 4Ga~, g2 = 0.75g1, g3 
= 0,88g1, and at e = 0° we have g1 = g2 = g3 = 3GaL 
so that the investigation of SRS with pumping would 
make it possible to observe here a number of new ef
fects, some of which were mentioned above. 

2. CASE OF CUBIC CRYSTALS 

We proceed to consider SRS in crystals. The use of 
the procedure formulated above is possible only if the 
pumped crystal has the symmetry of a uniaxial crystal. 
This includes, first, the case of a crystal that is cubic 
in the unpumped state; this case will be considered in 
the present section. The "optical axis" Cp is in this 
case always parallel to eo. As is clear from (3)-(6) 
and (8), the problem reduces to finding the principal 
values A 11 1 of the tensor A ij (9 ). 

In the ~ase of fully-symmetrical vibrations3> we 
have Ail = a 2 and A1 = 0; this case was considered 
earlier in[1l, For doubly degenerate vibrations All 
= 4b 2 and A1 = 0. Finally, for triply degenerate vibra
tions Ail = 0 and A1 = d2. Accordingly, for fully-sym
metrical vibrations 

k kK•·• g, = 2g, =-Ka'sin'H, g, = 0, g, =- a sm H; 
n 2n 

for doubly degenerate vibrations 

4k 2 0 g, = 2g, =·-Kb'sin e, g, = , 
n 

g, = E!_Kb'; 
n 

and for triply degenerate vibrations 

k 2 • 2 g, = --Kd sm 8, 
n 

g,=_l!_Kd', 
n 

k 
g, = -Kd'cos'H, 

2n 

g, = _ _}!_Kd'cos'H. 
2n 

Let us consider in detail the angular dependence (the 
indicatrix) of SRS for fully-symmetrical vibrations. It 
is expedient to connect it with the spectral power 
density of the SRS radiation in a fixed direction ll!( n, w) 
=cos J. S B(R, n; w)ds, where the integration is over 
the surface of the radiating volume v. The value of lJ! 
depends, obviously, on the shape of the volume v. Let 
us consider the case of a volume of rectangular or 
cylindrical form, and confine ourselves to the angular 
dependence in the xy plane 4 >. 

a) Volume of rectangular shape with height L 
and square cross section l on the side; k 0 II L, eo 
parallel to one of the sides of the square. The con
crete formulas for lJ! can be obtained by using relations 
(4) and (5). We present only the final results. Assume 
that a square diaphragm with side l is placed at the 
end face of the scattering volume v in such a way that 
only the radiation emerging from the end face is 
registered, whereas the radiation of the side walls is 
blocked. In this case 

3>For nonzero components of the tensor 01 (the quantities a, b, c, d, 
e, f) we use here the notation of [ 16 ]. 

4>student Yu. Yashkir of the Kiev State University took part in 
these calculations. 

where 

'¥ 
- = u(q,) (q, + q,)- q,e••, 
'¥, 

'¥ 
- = u(q;)-1, 
'¥, 

k Ka'L 
qt=-;;:costt-' 

tgtt 
q, = tgtt' ' 

l 
tt < tt' = arctgT, 

q, 
<p=-, 

q, 

Llk' 
'¥0 = ~n,N,F(w)l,cos2 <p1 ; 

cp 1 is the angle between e and eo. 

(11) 

If there is no diaphragm, so that the radiation of the 
side walls is not blocked, then 

'¥ 
-= u(q,) (q,+ 2q,+q,q,)- 2q,e'•, tt < tt', 
'¥, 

_.!... = u(cp) - 1- (q1 + 2q, + q,q,)- 2e•, tt ~ tt'. 
'l' 0 q, 

b) Volume of cylindrical form with height L and 
diameter l, with ko II L and e 0 1 L. In this case 

(12) 

'¥ 2 [ - ( n ) 2l,(<p) n - =- (arccos q,- qiy1- q,') e'• + --arccos q, ----2 '¥, n 2 <p 

4 ~~ sin(nn/2)- sin n arccos q,] +- an ' <p n 

l 
tt < tt' = arc tg T, 

n=l 

_!_=~(2l,(<p)_ 1)+~~a. sin(nn/2), tt~tt'; (13) 
'l'o 2 <p <p k...J n 

n=1 

n(n + 1) 
a.=l._.(q;)- I.(<p), 

"' 
q,' 

<p=-, 
q, 

In are modified Bessel functions of the first kind. 
In the region J. << J.' we can use the approximation 

{ 2q, [ 2 2 ( 1 3 3 ) ] } '¥ ='foe'• 1-- 2---q, ---+-, 
n q, 2 q, q, 

and in the absence of a diaphragm we have 

{ [ 2q, [ n-2 1 ( 4 3q,)]] '¥='¥0 (e'•-.,.1) 1+- n+--+- --2--, 
n q, <p q, q, 

2q, [ [ 2 q, ( 3 6 ) ] ] } --e'• 2+n+q, --- 1--+-, 
n q, 2 q, q, 

(when q2 < 0.6, the accuracy of the last formula is 
already ~ 3% ). 

In the case of either a rectangular or a cylindrical 
volume, we have in the region J. < J.' for the half
width fl of the SRS line (in the case of sufficient gain) 

( ln2costt )''• 
l'i=l'io gL ' 

8n'a'kl, 
g= ' 

nn,cfWoYt 
(14) 

where flo is the half-width of the spontaneous Raman 
scattering line, and g is the value of g1 at 8 = 90°. 
From (14) it follows, in particular, that at sufficiently 
high temperatures (when k 0T exceeds the energy of 
those phonons whose interaction leads to a broadening 
energy level liwf of the given optical phonon), in view 
of the fact that Yf ~ T[171 , we have flo~ T, g ~ T-\ 
and fl ~ T3/2 • The SRS line shape is approximately 
GaussianPl and the intensity at the maximum is 

'I'mox=lir,exp (gL/costt). 

When J. << J. ', we have ~0 = lJ!, and in the region 
J. :$ J.' we can easily express lllo from (11)-(13). The 
temperature dependence of lllmax reduces mainly to 
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the factor exp ( CT-1 ), where C is a constant. At 
J > J', using the rectangular volume as an example, 
we conclude that the formulas given above for t.. and 
.Ymax remain in force, with cos J replaced by sin J 
(tan J't1 • 

3. CASE OF UNIAXIAL AND BIAXIAL CRYSTALS 

Let us proceed to consider uniaxial and biaxial 
crystals. We confine ourselves here to an investigation 
of the cases of greatest interest, when the pump polari
zation vector e 0 is parallel or perpendicular to the 
symmetry axes C2, C3, C4 , or C6 5>. Crystals of tri
clinic syngony, in which there are no symmetry ele
ments, will not be considered. In the case of uniaxial 
crystals with e 0 1 C and in the case of biaxial crystals, 
as already noted, we neglect the anisotropy of the ten
sor tij of the unpumped crystal. Since the results of 
Sec. 1 correspond to a 1-L ij symmetry of the uniaxial
crystal type, we shall omit cases when all three princi
pal directions of the tensor 1-L ij are different. The 
number of such cases is small: five out of 25 modes 
for different classes of uniaxial crystals with eo 1 C 
(see below). For e 0 11 C, all 25 modes are considered. 
There are likewise no exceptions for biaxial crystals 
(if we disregard the fact that we do not consider 
crystals of triclinic syngony). We shall discuss 
separately the cases of uniaxial and biaxial crystals 
(in the unpumped state) with eo II C and e 0 1 C. 

1. Uniaxial crystals, eo 11 C. For all fully-symmetri
cal vibrations we have A1 = 0 and All = b2. For non
fully-symmetrical vibrations All = 0 and the values of 
A1 are listed in Table I. For those nonfully-symmetri
cal vibrations not included in Table I we have A1 = 0, 
Consequently, such vibrations do not go into SRS6 >, Cp 
coincides with C in all cases. 

Accordingly, for all fully-symmetrical vibrations 
we have gl = 2g3 = k/n Kb 2sin2 e, g2 = 0, g4 

= k/2n Kb 2 sin2 (). For non-fully-symmetrical vibra
tions with A1 ¢ 0 we have 

k K ' g, =- .l..ccos e, 
n 

k 
g, = -K.l..c(1 +cos'S), 

2n 

2. Uniaxial crystals, e 0 1 C. For all fully-sym
metrical vibrations we have Cp 11 e 0 , A1 = 0, All = a 2. 
The values of A 11 ,1 and the orientation of Cp for non
fully-symmetrical vibrations are contained in Table II. 
Five cases, E( C3, D3 , C3v) and Eg( C3i, D3d) have 
been disregarded, since they lead to symmetry of the 
biaxial-crystal type in the presence of pumping. 

Accordingly, for fully-symmetrical vibrations 

k . 
" = 2g, = -Ka'sm'e, 

n 
g,=O, 

For all non-fully symmetrical vibrations contained in 
Table II, with the exception of E2( C6 , D6 , Csv ), 

S) In crystals of class Cs, the preferred direction is not the symmetry 
axis but the normal to the symmetry plane. 

6lThis includes vibrations with symmetry types B(C4, S4 ), Bg(C4 h), 
B,(C4v, D4, D2d), B,g(D4d), B2(C4v, D4, D2d), B2g(D4d), E2(C6, D6, 
C6v). E'(C3h, D3h) and E2g(C6h· D6h)· 

Table I. Values of A1 for non-fully-symmetrical vibrations 
of uniaxial crystals with e 0 11 C. Only with vibrations with 

A1"" 0 are given. In all cases All = 0 

Types of vibration 'J. Types of vibration 

e' +I' E (C,"' D·, D,d), E 11 (D,d) 
E(Da, Cav), Eg(Dad) d" 

E (Cs), Eg (Ca;) I 
E (C,, S,), E 11 (C,,) e' +I' 

E, (Co), E" (Ca,), E,g (Coh) 
E, (D,, Cov), E" (DaJJ, E,11 (D,h) 

Table II. Values of All ,1 and orientation of 
the "optical axis" Cp of the pumped crys
tal for non-fully-symmetrical vibrations 

in uniaxial crystals with e 0 1 C 

Types of oscillations •n 'J. 
Orientation 

ofCP 

B(C,, S,), Bg(C,,) c2 +rP 0 Cp..L C * 
E(C,, S,), Eg(C,,) e' +I' 0 cp II c 
B1(C•v• D,, Dzd), Big(D•d) c' 0 cP 11 eo 
Bz(C•v• D,, D,d), Bz11 (D,d) d" 0 Cp II eo 
E (C•v• D,, D,d), E 11 ~D,d) e' 0 cP 11 c 
E,(C,), E" (Cah), E111 (CoJJ c2 +rP 0 cP 11 c 
E,(Co), E'(Csh), Ez11 (CoJJ 0 e' +I' cP 11 c 
E, (D;, Cov), E" (Dah), E,&(D,,) c' 0 cp II c 
E, (D,, Cov), E' (Dsh), Ezg (DotJ 0 d" cP 11 c 

*The angle e between Cp and e0 is given by tan e = c/ d. 

'-..t. 

I e• c' +· d' 
c' 

g, = 2g, =~K.l. 11 sin'e, 
n 

g,=O, k K . ' g, =- .l.usm e. 
2n 

For the last seven, for which All = 0 and A1 "" 0, we 
get 

k 
g,=-K.l..c, 

n 

k K . ' g, =- 2n A.cSlll e. 

3. Biaxial crystals; eo is parallel or perpendicular 
to one of the axes C2. For both e 0 II C2 and e 0 1 C2 we 
have A1 = 0. The values of All differ from zero and de
pend on the orientation eo. They are contained in 
Table III, where the orientation of Cp is also indicated. 

The results solve the problem, and express the co
efficients g in terms of the components of the tensor 
a, which can be determined from spontaneous Raman 
scattering experiments, and in terms of other parame-

Table III. Values of A 11 and orientation of the "optical axis" 
Cp of the pumped crystal for vibrations in biaxial crystals 

at e 0 II C2 and e 0 1 C2*. In all cases A1 = 0 

eon c, I eo 1. Cs 

Types of oscillations A II I Orientation of Cp '-n I Orientation ofCP 

A (C,), A'(C,), A&(C,h) c2 +rP tge = djc, a' +d' tge = afd, e in 
e in cr (x', z') a (C,, eo) 

B (C,), A" (C,), B11 (C•tJ I' cP 1\Y' e• cp ..La (Cz, eo) 
A (D•), A, (Czv), Ag (D,h) c• cP 11 c, a• cP II eo 
Bl(D,), A, (Csv), B1g (C•tJ 0 d' ~..La(C,, eo) 
B1 (C>v), Bs (Dz), B,g (Czh) •• cp II x' e' cos2 11> cP 11 c, 
B, (C>v), Bs (Ds), Bag (CztJ t• CP IIY' f' sin' 1j> cP 11 c, 

*We use the following notation: x', y', z' -principal axes of the tensor eij, with z' II C2 
(in the group Cs, the z' axis is perpendicular to the symmetry plane a); a(x', z') and a(C 2, 
e0 ) are the planes passing through x', z' and C2, e0 , respectively; 'lr is the angle between 
e0 and x'. 
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ters that are usually known. We note that for all the 
cases contained in the tables, one of the quantities 
A 11 ,l vanishes. Accordingly, one of the two quantities 
g1, 2 vanishes at e = 90° (and the same pertains to 
w 1, 2 ), so that the SRS lines are either practically com
pletely polarized along e 0 (the case g1 "'0, g2 = 0) or 
are corn pletely depolarized ( g 1 = 0, g2 "' 0). 

In the general case, the SRS process is described 
by two quantities g1, 2 which are simultaneously differ
ent from zero. But the degree of polarization is 

'I]= exp~, k . ' ~ = - ""i; KR,!!'J... sm 8, 

and therefore the vibrations with All "'- 0 are predom
inantly polarized in the plane of the "principal cross 
section," and the vibrations with Al "'- 0 are polarized 
perpendicular to it. This rule is violated either in the 
vicinity of the threshold or for sufficiently small e, 
for in both cases I {; I is small. 

In conclusion, the authors are grateful to I. I. 
Kondilenko, S. A. Akhrnanov, and V. N. Lugovo'i for a 
discussion of the results. 
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